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The Holocaust was something that didn't start in the twentieth 
century but centuries ago with the Roman and Russian pogroms. 
Jacob believes the hatred started in the churches - called Christ 
Killers by Xian's , and is dangerous when it becomes government 
policy - Spanish inquisition, Czar, Poland, Germany 1933. 
 
Why did it happen in Germany?  In the Versailles Treaty, Germany 
made many concessions.   During the Weimar Republic until 1933 
there was alot of unemployment.  Scapegoat France because alot of 
coal  shipped  to  France,  however  Jews  became  the  ultimate 
scapegoats.  Jews were 500,000 out of 80-81 million people. 
 
Industrialists  chose Hitler;  1933  Hitler  takes  over  and his 
scapegoat was that Jews were responsible which became government 
policy, 1938 - every Jew not born in Germany should be evacuated; 
many went back to Poland. 
 
As a young person, Jacob still didn't perceive the gravity of it; 
Lodz  70-80,000.   German nationals pro-Nazi had its own paper 
writing pro-Nazi propaganda. 
 
Dachau existed in 1938.  Polish Army lasted only 4 weeks against 
the Germans.  Contradiction because soldier gave chocolate bars to 
kids in Poland but the SS were different.  4 weeks after, Germany 
occupied Poland. 
 
Folkstory - German descent Polish citizens had more freedom than 
other Polish citizens - could go wherever they wanted. 
 
Jacob was taken with others to clean trucks all day long for 2 
days.  Then an officer asked who was not Jewish; all who weren't 
could go home, and the rest stayed and finished the slave labor. 
Jacob was hungry after a few days, he could barely see but while 
cleaning the truck he noticed an officer pouring soup in a canteen 
with a piece of bread.  The officer slipped it underneath the truck 
to him and Jacob ate without questions.  He looked up and noticed 
that this officer had a swastika on.  The SS officer seemed to be 
afraid as if he didn~t really want to be there - afraid to show 
that he was helping a Jew. 
 
1939, later on they tried to hide from trucks coming in street, but 
failed. Once they were taken to an airfield Luffhansa.  There was 
a guard who had a towel around him bloodied with a large knife 
asking who was next, an example of Nazi terror - called them to cut 
off geese heads. 
 
Few months in 1939 it was possible to buy bread, rationing not 
started yet; hard to wait in line all night though for bread and 
sometimes when Jacob got close, Nazi sympathizers would pull him 
out of line. 
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He wanted to buy potatoes - earned $ by making envelopes (and 
worked at R.R.) Jacob had Polish money though.  Whenever he grabbed 
the potatoes someone bartered something better than Polish money. 
 
Germany wanted corridor through Poland; when occupied part of 
Poland  (Lodz)  owner was  the  3rd Reich;  SS  gave orders  that 
different neighborhood would exist. At diverse times they would 
have to evacuate to the ghetto.  But the kommandos came and forced 
people out of their homes before the evacuation notice (March 1940) 
The night the kommandos came, 80 Jewish people were shot; the first 
time Jacob heard of Jews being shot because they were Jewish. 
 
Jacob's family was middle class; family had 50 silver coins and had 
prepared the necessities of flour and sugar.   April was their 
evacuation date; on March 10, the kommandos came and forced them 
out of their home - 2 minute time limit - his street was filled 
with kommandos.  Kommandos beat up his family and made his mother 
strip her clothes because they thought she was hiding something. 
 
They were taken to a textile factory on the Czech border. They had 
no food but SS gave the family a loaf of bread and molasses but no 
water.  The Polish people who were watching tried to give water, 
but the guards wouldn't let them. 
 
They were taken to a forced labor camp - a refinery where he worked 
in a town called Nora ~    .  Jacob was free to go where he wanted 
because this place was not in the 3rd Reich yet; no ghettos here 
but then they went to Chancelehow. 
 
Jacob and his brother were among the first chosen to go to work in 
the mines for a week or two.  The workers had a dilemma because 
when they went back into Chancelehow they didn't have yellow star 
so they had to sneak back into the ghetto. 
 
August  22,  1942 marked the death of mother,  sister,  brother. 
Decreed evacuation in Chancelehow, taken to railroad tracks. Jacob 
and  brother  worked  in  a  textile  factory,  but  it  became  an 
ammunition factory.  They were escorted to and from home by German 
SS . 
 
Wartime Germans were masters of deception, telling people they 
would work but were sent instead to Treblinka, one of the exclusive 
death camps. 
 
One of the German meisters would walk around with an iron object in 
his hand sometimes killing people with the object when he didn't 
like something.  Jacob worked hard in Feibel's presence. 
 
He worked 2 shifts of 12 hours each and slept on straw mattresses. 
 
Jacob~s heel broke and he was taken with others to be exterminated 
because he looked like a cripple, but "Feibel" said he knew Jacob. 
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Jacob started to work on ammunitions; they made Jewish inmates 
 
responsible for 30 people - they were called kapos - ammunitions 
company's would pay the German government for Jewish labor by the 
hour. 
 
Jacob made rails for the railroad; his kapo was responsible for him 
coming and going to work beginning at 6:00 am.  The iron work 
provided soup for them 5 minutes before roll call; Jacob worked 
near a furnace of 2000 degrees fahrenheit; the Polish would work 
that 1 position and every 15 minutes there would be a rotation; he 
had to work his alone with out a rotation. Jacob was glad he was 
only 18-19 at the time or the work would have killed him. 
 
People would steal potatoes and ask Jacob to bake them and he'd 
bargain to get 2 of the 3 potatoes baked. 
 
One day 1 of the groups were missing.  The SS gave the kapo one 
minute to find him; the sargeant called 2 guards and gave them a 
rifle and the guards shot the Jewish kapo because one group among 
30 groups was missing. 
 
At work, there was only one toilet for 350 people; some urinated on 
the walls until finally some almost slept in urine. 
 
Jacob met Jewish resistance forces who wanted explosives;  an 
underground group (partisans) who wanted ammunition. He didn't 
belong in the partisans but he didn't resist their demands; they 
wanted him to smuggle cartridges to them. 
 
After the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, the guards were more brutal and 
cognizant of the workers; they selected 500 out of 6000 to go to 
Treblinka and Jacob was one of them.  He and others jumped from the 
trains; while walking through the woods he and five others noticed 
a sign in Polish that rewarded citizens for bringing in Jews and 
executed them for harboring Jews.  The SS allowed 8 people to hang 
for weeks until their bodies were black to reinforce the edicts. 
 
Jacob and the others snuck into a barn and slept; some told them to 
go away while others let them stay. One received them for a while 
but they felt he was going to turn them in so they left. 
 
They snuck back into the ghetto to survive. 
 
Liberated January 1945. 
 
The Jewish policemen that worked for Germans beat the Jewish 
inmates because Germans gave them privileges. They received 4 free 
days a year, Jacob didn't know what holidays. 
 
Jacob was in a transport group - load and unload trains - every 
week there was an inspection by a doctor - he had pneumonia - if 
you can't work anymore and you are too ill, you leave to a death 
camp; there was one young Jewish informer in his transport whom he 
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believes was gay; after the informer wasn't needed any longer he 
was shot 6 times. 
 
The Uprising by Polish Patriots in Warsaw hoped that the Russians 
would help but the Russians didn't help.  After it was over then 
Russia began an offensive. 
 
5:00 - 6:00 PM  upon liberation,  Germans told them to get on the 
trains. 2,000 of them wouldn't move (stand off). The SS officer 
said again, we have to leave and tells one of the inmates to get 
wire cutters to open the gate, the wire cutter feigned that he 
couldn't cut the chain so the SS say's "let's go the other way." No 
one moves for about 5 minutes, so the Lieutenant who didn't abuse 
his power over Jews (by beating or ordering unnecessary beatings) 
begs, pleading with them about how much better it'd be in Germany 
than with the Russians.  Everyone began to run to the factory for 
a place to hide but they got to the gate and the SS blocked them 
before they could get to the factory. 
 
Some escaped because they hid in the factories and then got out of 
the ghetto.  But Germans were about to collapse and the allies in 
the street, war in the street. 
 
He along with 400 or 500 people made it to the factory. The Polish 
resistance were at the factory and wouldn't let them get out 
because war going on in the streets.  The Resistance opened the 
gates and some were killed by ammo fire but Jacob survived. 
 
When a small ghetto, Iliot was liquidated, the director wanted to 
take 25 kids with him; he saved the boys from death; the gestapo 
tried to get them out. The last 6 months the SS took over the camp 
from the Ukrainians. 
 
Jacob took food from a German shepard (meat and barley) and put it 
in his soup can because he was so hungry.  He risked his life but 
the SS guards did nothing. 
 
Out of 8 members of his family - 3 survived. 
 
Jacob also escaped from a ghetto called Scarcisco through the 
fence. 
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